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I. THE THESIS
Statement of the thesis. It is the purpose of this study (1) to
shovr the extensive use Paul made of the Old Testament in developing his
concept of faith; and (2) to shovf the importance of Abraham in Paul's
understanding of faith.
Method of investigation. 1 will pursue the investigation by (l)
showing the validity of understanding Pauline thought in the light of
the Old Testament; (2) by making an exegetical study of |)^_^in the
Old Testament and TTtf'ST'L^ in the Pauline Epistles; and (5) by making
an analysis of Paul's use of Abraham and the theological implications
of Abraham for the Pauline concept of faith.
Importance of this study. The basic presupposition underlying
this study is that Paul made extensive use of the Old Testament and
therefore, an adequate biblical concept of Paul's idea of faith cannot
be made until one sees clearly this relationship. The self-conscious
ness of the Jev; vras deeply engrained in Paul's mind.
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CHAPTER I
"Any reader of the Bible who is accustomed to the salutary, if
now somevfhat old-fashioned practice of using an apparatus of marginal
references cannot fail to be aware of the immense extent to v;hich
writers of the New Testament quote passages from the Old, or make
unavowed but unmistakable allusions to such passages." Christianity
arose in Jewish soil and it can be clearly shovm that the New Testament
writings were firmly rooted in the Old Testament. Jesus and the Apostles
spoke Aramaic, a language closely related to Hebrew. Some scholars have
even argued that Jesus and the Apostles spoke a folk dialect of Hebrew.
The relationship between Hebrew arid Greek thought v/as brought to
the attention of the Church by Adolf Hamack in his interesting work,
History of Dogma. He maintained that the gospel was hellenized and that
dogma was a product of Greek intellect. This thesis caused many theo
logians to take exception and thus an increasing number of theologians
became aware of the relation between Hebrew and Greek modes of conception
and thought-forms. The Anglican Oliver C. Quick contributed a significant
study in which he tried to point out the value of Greek thought as equal
""c.H. Dodd, The Old Testament in the New (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 19<55)> P* 5'
^Thorlieff Bovnnan, Hebrew Thought Compared with Greek (London:
SCM Press, I96O), p. 18. Bowman cites the article by Harris Birkeland,
"Sprak og Religion Los joder og arabere" in the' Stnologisk Samfunns
Skritter, No. IV, (Oslo: Norway, 19^9).
2to that of the Hebrev^ thought in the exposition of the Scriptures. 5
Anders Nygren approached the problem in a different manner. Using
love as the basic motif of his study, he sought to shov/ that the
Platonic understanding of Love, EROS, was the only possible basis for
a comparison with Biblical - Hebraic idea of Love, AGAPE. ^ Probably
the most significant contribution in this field has been the study by
Thorlief Bowman, Hebrew Thought Compared with Greek. His inquiry is
confined to "a comparison of the intellectual world of the Old Testa
ment with the intellectual world of the Greek, principally that of the
philosophers, and particularly that of Plato. "5 His conclusions are
important:
1. The Greek most acutely experiences the world and existence
while he stands and reflects, but the Israelite reaches his zenith
in ceaseless movement. Rest, harmony, composure, and self-control
this is the Greek v;ay; movement, life, deep emotion, and pov/er -
this is the Hebrew way.
2. Hebrev? thought was psychological whereas Greek thought was
logical .
5. For the Hebrew, the decisive reality of the world of experience
was the vrord; for the Greek it was the thing.
4. For the Hebrew the most important of his senses for the ex
perience of truth was his hearing (as well as various kinds of
feeling), but for the Greek it had to be his sight.
5. Hebrev/ and Greek thought are therefore complementary."
501iver C. Quick, The Gospel of Divine Action (New York:
E. P. Dutton,- 1955).
^Anders Nygren, Agape and Eros, translated by A. G. Hebert and
P. S. Watson, (London: S.P.C.K., 1952). In this study Nygren maintains
that Agape is the free and unmerited love that comes from God to man
and Eros is the love that stems from man and flows to God.
^Bovman, o�. cit. , p. 20.
6lbid. pp. 205 - 208.
5But what does this have to do with the purpose of this study?
Paul was a man immersed in the content and teaching of the Old Testament.
A quick, comparative survey of the New Testament will bring this point
home. He quotes directly from the Old Testament more than any other
writer in the New Testament. His primary source-book appears to be the
Septuagint."'' In a detailed study, of the year I869, Emil Kautzsch showed
that out of eighty-four quotations which occur in the Epistles, thirty-
four agree exactly with the Septuagint, thirty-six shov; small deviations
and ten depart from it more v/idely. Two others show a considerable
difference, without, hovfever, throv/ing doubt upon the author's acquain
tance v/ith the v/ording of the ordinary translation; tvjo others, again,
p.
from Job, differ from it entirely. Paulls fidelity to the Old Testament
terminology is evident not only in his abundant usage of Old Testament
quotations proper, but also in his abundant allusions, and theological
themes.^ Likewise the style and vocabulary of Paul is such that it makes
it difficult to distinguish between quotation, allusion and language
7cf. Dewey M. Beegle, "A List of Old Testament Quotations in the
New Testament." (Mimeographed material compiled for the American Bible
Society before I96I ).. Beegle lists 86 direct Old Testament quotations
where Paul draws primarily on the Septuagint.
�Emil Friedrich Kautzsch, De Veteris Testamenti Locis a Paulo
Apostolo Allegatis. (Leipzig, F.G.W. Vogel, I869) 110 pp.. Cf. Otto
Michel, Paulus und seine Bibel. (O'utersloh: C. Bertelsmann, I929) p. Iff.
^Ct. E. Earle Ellis, Paul ' s Use of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids:
Eerdman's, 195?) lOff. Ellis lists three distinct forms of Pauline usage
of the Old Testament: quotations proper, intentional and casual allusion,
and dialectic and theological themes.
4coloring from the Old Testament. ""O H. A. A. Kennedy in a significant
study In Pauline religious thought, found that practically every leading
conception in this field may be said to have its roots definitely laid
in Old Testament soil. 1 "I Likev/ise about one third of all Old Testament
quotations are cited by Paul.''^
Paul supports all his important doctrines by an appeal to his
Bible, the Old Testament. To him, the Scriptures are holy and prophetic; 5
in fact they constitute the "very oracles of God, "^^ and they were written
for our instruction. ^ 5
Paul was a Jew, a Pharisee and a rabbi; but after his conversion
his understanding of the Old Testament vras completely revolutionized.
Still, his Imovfledge and reverence of the Scriptures long preceded his
knowledge of Christ. Gamaliel, his teacher in rabbinics, more than
likely planted in his life a strict habit of study, a specific methodology
and a hemeneutical norm for Old Testament interpretation. Couple all of
this with a heart and mind renewed on the Damascus road and one begins
'''-'Ct. Adolf Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East (London:
Harper and Bros., I927), p. 2^2.
''"'h. a. a. Kennedy, St. Paul and the Mystery Religions (New York:
Hodder and Stoughton, ^9^i), PP. -
Ellis, op. cit. , p. 11.
'' 5 Roman s 1 ; 2 .
'"'^�Romans 5:1-2.
^^BDmans 15:4.
5to discover the genius of the Apostle Paul.
Thus it is evident that one must recognize that the Old Testament
is an important field of study in Pauline thought. Too often however the
emphasis in understanding Pauline thought has been placed upon Hellenistic
and rabbinic influences.''^ An attempt to reinterpret Pauline thought
within the framework of the Old Testament is extremely important. It is
safe to assvime that no significant progress can be made in Pauline thought
until exegesis be freed from excessive Hellenism and Judaism and brought
back to its principle source in the Old -Testament - to the law and the
prophets. ''7 A. M. Hunter says: "After ransacking all sources, Jevfish and
Greek (and, v;e may add, starting all sorts of 'hares', some of which have
not run very well) "scholars" are rediscovering the truth of Augustine
dictum, 'The New Testament lies hidden in the Old, and the Old is made
plain in the New'." Albert Schweitzer lends support to this view in
his attempt to show that in Paul no trace of Jewish - Hellenistic theology
"�^Gf . Adolf Hamack, History of Doaaa, 7 Vols. (Boston: Little,
Brovm and Company, I9OI). Haraacks position has been refuted by Adolf
Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East and G. A. A. Scott, Christianity
According to St. Paul (Cambridge; Oxford Press, 1959). Scott regards
particularly the Hellenistic influence in Paul as negligible. Paul, in
his ministry, starts from Jevdsh postulates, assumes the validity of Jewish
Scriptures, and operates with Jewish argument and illustration, p. 9.
''"^Gf. E. C. Hoskyns, 'Jesus the Messiah', Mysterium Christi, ed.
G. K. A. Ball and A. Deissmann ( London: Longman, Green and Co., 1950)�
p. 70,
"�^A. M. Hunter, ^le Vfo rk and Words of Jesus (London: SCM, 195�)
p. 71.
6can be found, '^9 That Paul made extensive use of the Old Testament is
a fact which is difficult to refute.
Thus the Old Testament appears in Paul's letters as the firm and
indisputable basis of his message. Particularly in those parts of his
writing that concern belief is he dependent upon the Jevrish Scriptures
as the foundation for his teaching. Frequently Paul uses introductory
formulae^O such as the simple expression \ML^**>^ >jfe|['i(****^*and on some
occasions the Apostle refers to Scripture v/ithout actually calling atten
tion to the fact that he is doing so. The liberty v;hich the Apostle
took in dealing v/ith Old Testament Scripture vms clearly rooted in his
firm belief that the same God who was revealed in the "Lavr and the Prophets"
had also revealed Himself in Paul's own time; and especially in his own
life. "It is God vrho said, 'Let light shine out of darloiess', who has
shone in our hearts- to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of
God in the face of Christ."^'' Paul found in the v/itness of the Old
Testament statements of immense importance in his o^m life and work,
^5'Albert - Schweitzer, Paul and His Interpreters (New York: The
MacMillan Company, 1951) P' 87 ff.
2^For an exhaustive list, see the table of contents in D. M. Turpie,
The New Testament View of the Old (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1872).
^''ll Corinthians 4:5.
CHAPTER II
I 10/K' ^^^^'^ IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
The most common and important Hebrew word for faith is
Brown, Driver and Brigg's understand j^X^� mean generally the idea
of support, or steadfastness; that is, being made firm. The Jewish
encyclopedia defines faith as "not belief in a dogmatic sense but
either (a) faithfulness, trusted, trustworthy, or (b) confidence and
trust in God, in His V/ord, or in His messenger."'' Ihus has a
wide variety of usages and meanings but basically the concept of
"stability" or "firmness" is implied.
Section 1; Specific Usage
A, As a Verb.
1. Qals Occurs only as a participle and has a strictly
limited range of meaning. In Numbers 11:12 it carries the meaning of
a "nursing father"; in Ruth 4:16 the meaning is "nurse"; in 2 Samuel
4:4 it is "his nurse", and in Isaiah 49:25 it means "thy nursing fathers"
or "nourishers". The Qal participle also carries the meaning of
"bringing up" or "brought up" as in 2 King 10:1,5 and Esther 2:7. From
these passages it is difficult to ascertain vj'ether there is a connection
between this employment of the word and its religious usage.
""zadoc Kahn, "Faith". ' The Jewish Encyclopedia, 12 Vols. (New
York: Funk and V/agnalls, I905) Vol. 5, p. ^26.
82. Hiph' al ; Here we find the usage of^I7^V considerably wider.
The usual translation firmness and stability does not represent adequately
its proper meaning in this case, it is interesting to 'note at this point
that the translates lj�>r in the Niph'al 29 times with7J/tf7&^ , 9 times
with iritfnjuy J once each with <3t^ �oT��fiS3i^,�^27/sy?28r�r�', ^lgrt�
andSfiti>/^Tsj^ . ..Deuteronomy 28:59 brings out the case at the point for
the Niph'al participle. /^nHflJI normally translated as lasting or con-
tinuing in English translations does not cover the v/hole meaning. Thus,
it is safe � to reason that the translated it into Greek by using
(wondrous) to enforce its meaning. There is a cause and effect
to be taken into consideration - that is; there is a persistent con
tinuance and a devastating effect.
We may argue then, on reasonable, grounds, that an unvarying trans
lation vdth only one v/ord is impossible and undesirable. Thus the Niph'al
denotes a general concept the content of vfhich is determined by the
particular thing, it describes and
'
the content.' in which, it. is found. What,
then,, are the differing meanings of ^|>Xi" "^'^^ Niph'al?
a. Faithful nineteen times
1) "He that is of a faithful (itQfVJj^ ) spirit." Proverbs 11:15
2) "He (is) God, the faithful ( VJ^AIjI) ��"'^* "^'^
5) "For they were counted faithful ^T^y^Vjf)'" ^eh. 15:15
4) "The faithful (i7|p/Sl) city." Is. 1:26
5) "And is. faithful ( \PA'3) with the saints." Hos. 12:1
9b. Sure twelve times
Ci Established eight times
l)"Let thy promise ... be established ("J^t"*)." I Chr. 1:9
2) "Knew that Samuel (was) established ("lOvVj)." I Sam. 5:20
d. .Verified one time
1) "Let thy word, I pray thee, be verified (|Yl^' ) � �" I King 8? 26
is in accordance v/ith the Old Testament thought, that is; it seems to be
that the Hebrev; mind demands that the relationship betv/een concept and
reality be not an abstract logical postulation but rather a practical
experience v/hich comes from life. Logical relationships, in other v/ords,
always have practical applications. Thus, the predominant instances of
the Niph'al apply to God or to persons or both. "It is used of a Servant
in I Samuel 22:14, and in Numbers 12:7 (Moses); of witnesses in Isaiah 8:2
and Jeremiah 42:5; of the messenger in Proverbs 25:15; of a prophet in
I Samuel 5:20; of a priest in I Samuel 2:55; and of officers in charge
in Nehemiah 15515."^ In every case a relationship is evident. Likewise
^Rudolf Bultmanmnd Artur V/eiser "Faith", Bible Key . Words, ed.
Gerhard Kittel (London: Adam and Clark, I96I ) p.
e. Steadfast two times
1) Neither were they steadfast (�7J|f)^j) in His Covenant."*
Psalm 78:57
Thus this general concept has "specific" characte-risties. This
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God's activity in this relationship can be clearly seen, as in II Ghro-
nicles 6:17 (God of Israel, let thy word be verified); or Deuteronomy 7:9
(the faithful God);:'or Psalm 19:8 (the testimony of the Lord is sure);
or Isaiah 49:7 (the Lord that is faithful).
The Niph'al then is used of the relationship of man to God.^ As in
Ifehemiah 9s8� "And foundest his heart faithful before thee and didst
make with him a covenant."; or Psalm 78:8, "v/hose spirit v/as not stead
fast with God", or Hosea 12:1, "and is faithful with all the saints".
In each case man's attitude to God is the result of his disposition
toward God. God lays a claim upon man, as for example in the covenant,
and man's whole relationship to God is determined by his attitude toward
the claim of God.
5. Hiph' il; In the iXX the Hiph'il is rendered fifteen times
asTTi^reua^ ; five times t.ftM(4X^ii>�OS , once as Kaf*0-<�TeM�p<yand
once asTTg^S?^ . Kittel gives the most basic meaning of jVJj'i^in the
Hiph'il as "saying Amen to something with all the consequences for the
subject and the object."''^ The basic meanings of the Hiph'il are as
follows:
5Artur Vfeiser, The Psalms (Philadelphia: Ihe Westminster Press,
1962) p. 25.
^R, Bultmannand A. Weiser,\. o^. cit., p. 10
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a. Believe fortyfour times
1) "And believed (j^y/))) the Lord." Gen. l'^:6
2) "Howbeit, I believed not {JlJf^J^^i}) their works." I King 10j7
5) "Because they believed (�fl�oy�>) not in God." Fs. 78:22
'
r: i
4) "They believed ^J't>X'47) "ot his Word." Ps. 106:24
� f �
5) "V/ho hath believed our report? (|'*ff^p). Is. 5^:1
6) "Believe (mVjJ^) in the Lord your God." II Oh. 20:20
7) "And the people believed ("jUX"'!)'" ^x. 4:^1
8) "V/ilt thou believe (^'�DXi)i7) him." Job 59:12
9) "That ye may know and believe OJ^'p^ilJ) me." Is. 45:10
10) "Ye did not believe ^>||^f>) the Lord." Deut. 1:52� *
�
b. Trust five times
1) "But Sihon trusted iV^Tf) not Israel." Jud. 11:20
2) "He put no trust (J^p^^ in his servants." Job 4:18
0, Assurance once
1) "Shall have none assurance (V^^Jl) of thy life." Deut. 28:66
d. Sure once
1) "No man is sure (y^^'^) of life." Job 24:22
The five times that the Hiph'il is translated trust, it occurs in
a- personal relationship between men. Thus trust with regard to the vassal
(I Sam. 27:12), the friend (Micah 7:5, Jer. 12:6), the flatterer (Proverbs
26:25), the servant (Job 4:18) and the holy one (Job 15:15). In each
case this trust denotes a reciprocal relationship, with conditions
12
binding on both parties involved in the relationship. Kittel says;
"The Old Testament uses it only for a personal relationship, for also
behind the word v/hich is trusted there stands the man who is trusted. "^
Likewise, the Hiph'il, like the Niph'al, expresses a relation
ship of men to God. But in this case "the Hiph'il is not a strictly
ciausative meaning, as is usual, but declaratory."^ In other words-, it
says Amen to God; that is, God is God and man is man, faith bridges
the gap. To believe, means first to acknowledge the relationship which
God has initiated with man, i.e. the Covenant, and by doing so, to
enter into this relationship. Thus, this relationship is reciprocal.
"Vftien a command, order, or commandment is concerned (Deut. 9 '-^3*
Psalm 119:66), then faith means the acknowledgement of the demand
and man's obedience. V/hen attention is concentrated on God's promise
(Gen. 15:6) then faith expresses the acknowledgement of the promise
and of the power of God to perform it, and includes the honoring of
God as the mighty Lord.""^ At the same time Jft)( ir\ the Hiph'il charac
terizes the whole relationship between God and man - see Exodus 14; 57
5pudolf Bultmannand A. Weisen, 0�. cit. , p. 11 #
^Edvdn Cyril Blackman, "Faith".. Interpreters Dictionary of the
Bible, ed. George Arthur Buttrick, 4 Vols., (New York: Abingdon Press,
1962). Vol. 2 p. 222..f.. Cf. S. Kautzsch, Gesenius Hebrew Grammar
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, I965) # 55- Gesenius actually describes the
declarative usage in # 55c. For a detailed study see James Barr, The
Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford: University Press, I96I)
pp. 161 - 205 /
'''rtidolf Bultmannand A. Weiser, ��. cit. ; p. 12 ,
15
Exodus 19:9; Numbers 14:11; Deuteronomy 1:52; Psalms 78:22; Genesis 15:6;
Jonah 5:5*
B. As a Noun.
1 . The general meaning of -J as a noun is faithfulness or
truth. It is interesting to note that truth is contained vdth the
concept of faith. In the LX'X the word faithfulness is often trans
lated . The basic meanings of the noun are as follows:
d. Faithfulness, faithful, or faith twenty- seven times
1) "His righteousness and his faithfulness dnSv^^Y-^JI^') � "
I SamT 26:25
2) "Faithfully ( 7} J -1 lUXrl ) and with a perfect heart."
^ " II Chr. 19:9
5) "All thy commandments are faithful ( ,"1 j;]/?^'')."
Ys. 1l''9:86
4) "A faithful ( /))J'1K)X) man." Pro. 28:20
5) "But the just shall live by faith (ixi^ �
" Heb.
b. Truth
1) "All his works in truth ( ^7 J .JjO/'Vi) � " Ps- 55:^
T
2) "His mercy and his truth ( )/7J-?CJX)-" 9S:5
T
5) "That seeketh truth (,") J.I |9X)- " ^'1
T
c. Set Office
1) "Were in set office 3-1 lOA'J,) � " ^ ^^r. 9:26
d. Stability or Steady
1) "Shall be the stability of thy times {^X^^^^'
Isaiah 555*5
14
Again the relationship concept can be observed with one signi
ficant addition. This time truth enters the total concept of faith
but only in terms of God's faith. God's commitment toward man is sure,
firm, steadfast, faithful because it is established by truth - see
Psalms 55:4, 98:5, 100:5, ''�'9:50; Jeremiah 5:5, 9:5.
G. As a Verbal Adjective.
1. Ihe use of jV^Vas a verbal adjective points in the same
direction. Its basic meanings are:
Amen ten times
1) "And the women shall say: Amen (]lf1^')-" 5^22
2) "All the congregation said: Amen ('t/JY)." I Chr. 16:56
/" r
5) "Amen i^fjX)' Praise ye the Lord." Ps. 106:48
/'� -r
b. Truth two times
1) "Bless himself in the God of truth (\/)A')-" Is. 65:16
In theLXJ( ^f'/V^i" this sense is translated fourteen times by
'JC^tfclJl and only three times hyA^ijV. Thus inj/)/Ytoo, there is
present the idea of a relationship. This is seen by its use in I Kings
1:56 to confirm a command; in Numbers 5:22; Deuteronomy 27:15-26; Jeremiah
11:5; Nehemiah 5:15; to accept (God's) curse; in Jeremiah 28:6 after the
prediction of restoration and in Nehemiah 8:6; Psalms A1:15, 72:18, 89:52,
106:48; I Chronicles 16:56, as a concluding liturgical formula after a
doxology.
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"In ^V7^''the idea is present of the relationship betv/een the
claim made by the saying and its realization, an idea v/hich brings
out the fact that all that is involved in the order and its con
sequences are to be realised. Beside this objective connexion betv;een
idea and actual fact, we must not overlook the subjective relation
to him who says�^ 0 X^o that which he reinforces with his Amen; this
i " T
includes both the subjective (theoretical) knowledge and recognition,
and also at the same time the practical submission of the v;hole person
with his understanding, will and attitude to the obligations of the
command in question."
Section II; Usage in the Septuagint.
In the Septuagint TTiCTsJta is a consistant translation of the
Hebrev;^'' IK) yr?v7hich comes from the root ^ r7,Vor ; meaning what
has been said before = "To prop, to stay, to sustain, to support.
"
The basic idea of leaning upon becomes clear; i.e. Isaiah 28:16 is
normally rendered "he that believeth shall not make haste" but
Gesenius translates it as "he that leaneth thereon shall not flee
away." Some translators have felt that "belief" is more a derivative
of the rootn<9 il meaning "to tnist in". But it is significant that
the Septuagint always translates the root Ofl�Q.as "trust" and the
root JYt/S' ^3 "belief"; that is "to confide, to _set ones hopes
and
confidence upon any one." Since Hatch and Redpath is their Concordance
R, Bultmannand A. Weiser, o�. cit, , p. 10,
16
to the Septu'^.gint do not list a single instance where f(l^'^^ or TTi^'TeabJ
is rendered by r&>ia. , it is right to look to^kJX'for the best parallel. 9
Section III; Iheological Significance
In Deuteronomy 7:9 the faithful God is He who keeps covenant
and hesed with those who love Him and obey His commandments. He who
performs the oath vfhich He swore to the fathers . "10 Ihe covenant con
cept is very significant and important for a proper understanding of
1 1
the word Faith in the Old Testament. It was God who established His
covenant v;ith the people of Israel. The content of this covenant cen
ters around Exodus 21-2^. But basic to this all is the first Command
ment; "Thou shalt have no other Gods before thee." Faith, then takes
on the character of complete reliance.
The Niph'al form then takes on the character of a relationship
between God and men. Nehemiah 9:8; "Thou didst find his (Ab raham' s)
heart before thee and didst make with him a covenant.
"
David Noel Freedman writes the following: "It can therefore
be affirmed that the covenant principle is intrinsic to the Biblical
material and that it defines the relationship of God to His people.
Further, the term "covenant" itself was consciously applied by the
Israelites to their relationship with Yahweh, from the earliest times."
""^R. Bultmannand A. Weiser, o�. cit. , p. 7
^""cf. Walter Elchrodt, Theology of the Old Testament, (Phila
delphia: The Westminster Press, I96I ) .
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The uniqueness of this "Covenant" concept of faith is brought out
again by Freedman: "So far as I am av/are, the biblical series of
covenants between God and man is unique. There are no convincing
parallels in the pagan v/orld, whether in the more typical case of
God as su-erain binding Israel to serve Him or in the more unusual
position of God binding Himself by oath to the service of His own
servants. "
Three important observations may be made:
"1) In the hiph'il, the 'mn root Includes the comprehensive
exclusive, and personal reciprocal relationship betv;een God
and man.
2) Historically this meaning of the 'mn concept came nearest
to the peculiar connexion with God, that of Yahweh''s Israel ,
and probably beceme already in early days the expression of
that specifically Old Testament relationship with God which
was fostered in the covenant tradition.
5) Theologically the prophetic movement, especially Isaiah,
through personal religious experience and meditation reached
the ultimate depths of this relationship to God and. of the
knowledge of its nature, and gave to the usage a creative
intensity and a completeness v/hlch was taken up by the piety
of individuals and helped again and again in the inward
mastering of historical catastrophes and personal troubles. "1^
Another observation ir necessary v^hich radically deepens the
concept of ^fij^y' ( 'mn). \Vhen referring -to the relationship with God, it
often carries the significant meaning of "to acknowledge" or "to obey"
�cf:,. Exodus U:51; Numbers 20:12; Isaiah 45: 1 0; Deuteronomy 9:25;
""^David Noel Freedman, "Divine Commitment and Human Obligation",
Interpretation ^^jj Oct. 1964.
''^R. Bultman>iand A. Weiser, ��. cit. , p. 55:
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Numbers 14:11; II Kings 17:14; Exodus 4:1,8f. This is not just trust
but a total aclcnowledgement that God is God and a decision to renounce
the things of this world; a decision to surrender one's self, as well
as one's own strength, to God - that is, to obey God in the totality
of life. It is the "human obligation" of the covenant. This faith in
volves what God has done in the past and what He vfill do in the future.
God has established His covenant with His people and He has promised
that He will keep His covenant v;ith His people in the future. Man's
response is to be obedient, loyal, in the present. Faith therefore,
has an unique historical character. It is a "Dialogue betvieen God and
man in the language of human events. "I'^ Faith in God means that God
has a claim on man, that man must determine his life in every respect
in relationship to this claim. Man's life is involved in God's history.
Man's life is committed to God's activity, an activity at work in this
world, hence man lives in the present. He acknowledges God's activity
in the past, ansv/ers God's commands in the present, and awaits God's
promises of the future. Faith in time is a "continuous time process. "''^
Faith fastens itself on an object, that is, God, and renounces
all reliance on human strength and assistance. Thus Jeremieh describes
"�^George Arthur Buttrick, Christ and History, (New York: Abingdon,
1965) p. 15.
I^Oscar Cullman, Christ and Time (Philadelphia: Westminster Pressj
1950) p. 52.
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unbelief "Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, maketh flesh his arm"
(Jer. 17s5)� Thus Gesenius sees O f) '^^ properly understood as
"
"staying, fastening upon." � Thus tiy);^'77is an act in itself and
/ �� �
therefore takes on real and experiential characteristics. Faith to be
real, must be experienced. It is a particular form of expression of
existence and life.
Faith seems to be a concept v;hich contains a vdde range of
meanings and- flexibility. In no case, does it lose its primary meaning.
For example: faithful, sure, established, verified, stedfast, belief,
assurance, trust, faithfulness, true, stable, - in each case, the idea
of firmness, stability is always present.
Faith has many parallels which lend support and clarity to its
meaning such as "to Icnow", "mercy", "righteousness", "certainty" etc..
Faith expresses best that relationship which exists betvreen man
and God, between Yahweh and Israel. This term became the best expression
of that relationship which God established by the Covenant. Thus faith
is not just trust but a complete acknovrledgement, by man, of God and of
TT. -I � 1?His claims upon man, '
Likewise the significance of jy7yseems to be related closely
"�^E. Kautzsch, o�. cit., -# 55 c & e.
"�"^Cf. W. Eichrodt, 0�. cit.; p, 254 ff.
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to the intense family-consciousness of Israel. � It was shown earlier
that the qal is applied to a mother, or a nurse, or the guardian of a
child, vfith reference to the faithfulness and reliability of that relation
ship. It is possible that behind the Old Testament concept of faith
stands the vivid picture of the constancy and steadfastness of a parent
to her child. This understanding of faith extends the meaning of faith
to that very intimate relationship which exists betvreen a father and his
son. However, it should be kept in mind, that this is a theological
observation and not a linguistic observation. This interpretation is
confirmed by Brown, Driver and Briggs^ who see the semantic development
as confirm - support - nourish.''?
''''Of. Thomas Torrance, "One Aspect of the Biblical Conception of
Faith", Expository Times, Vol. LXVIII,( January 195"} PP- ^ "
""^Francis Brown, S. R. Driver and C. A. Briggs, Heb rew and English
Lexicon of the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1 907 ) .
CHAPTER III
'TTI^STCJ : ITS RELATIONSHIP TO J
AND ITS USAGE BY PAUL
Section I ; T'\<SX\^ and jiOX-
The relations between the New Testament words //(^n^ (faith) and
TTf^j^c^Ctf (have faith in, believe in) are carefully discussed by
C. H. DoddJ Dodd held that for the hiph'il form of ^VJjV, the Greek
translators found an appropriate rendering in iri4STeu�^K . The only
difference in meaning is that the background of associations were more
intellectual in the Greek. Thus, according to Dodd, to believe in the
gods is for the Greeks ordinarily to be convinced intellectually that
they exist. Further, to be convinced intellectually means also to be
lieve that God's revelations are true. Thus Dodd points to a significant
relationship between truth and faith. This probably explains why the
translators of the Septuagint saw no problem in translating ^f?^"^either
as'^MtiP/l^ oTtt^J^^4L i depending on its usage. At nlost, it may be said
that the intellectual moment of "belief" is somewhat stronger in the
Greek, and the moral element of "belief" in the Hebrew.
C. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1955), pp7T5-70 .
^Thomas ?. Torrance, "One Aspect of the Biblical Conception
of Faith". � Expo site ry Time s , ( Jan . 1957) PP. HI - H^'
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The substan oives*f| l^^jY 1 /J3*^'^'''^re rendered hy TJi^Ttr According
to Dodd the Greek v/ord tT/^T*^ is ambiguous. It can mean both faith
fulness and belief.^ Since the Hebrew has no corresponding substantive
for the active sense of the hiph'il, for Paul, Wfcrjrt^ almost always is a
quality of men, or tKeir words and actions. tXuSTt^ thus comes to be
used as the outstanding term for the Christian's attitude to God. 5
Paul, therefore, uses IHtfr'j; in the Hebrew as well as in the Greek sense,
but the Hebrev/ sense takes precedence when he is doctrinal and theological.''^
The linguistic evidence supports this position. It can be adequately
shown by a linguistic analysis that ^Jj-lM^'^belongs in the theological
sphere of judgement and is associated vdth both man and God. Linguistic
evidence does not support the conception that the proper meaning of this
root is used only with reference to God. 5 Hence the words faith and
believe do properly describe a quality of man.'^ The use of j^lCf ^with a
human subject is quite normal, while with God as subject it occurs in
rather unusual locations like Job l^rl^: "He does not trust in his holy
ones. "7 This, of course, does not rule out the actual work in the act of
faith vrhich is done by God. Dodd, too, takes care to give a proper
^Norman H. Snaith, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament,
(London: The Spworth Press, 1944), p. 178.
^Ibid p. 179.
^James Barr, The SemRntic.s of Biblical Lan.Q:uag.g. (Oxford: University;
Press, 1961), pp. 161 - 205.
^Ibid, p. 164.
"^Ibid, p. I65.
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semantic value ofl''y)XT) as relates to this understanding;. In other
* # *
v.-ords, TTiSTt^ , when understood in terms of it's Hebraic background,.
is best translated as "faith" and not "faithfulness". 9 Thus, Paul was
probably correct in using -jf(tfrr^ as the best term to describe a Christian's
attitude to God.
Finally, v/hat is the functional relationship �f TT/*^*^ and ^PA'l
Earlier it was noted that Yl^Xlf was used in a declarative function
' �- �
such as 'regard as firm or reliable '. ^ � Hov/ever an extended meaning
can be seen in the transitive use of P^ j) where the verb is followed
by the prepositions ^orJi. It is interesting to notice that verbs
v/hich are undoubtedly declarative-estimative like p"*"!^ 1? 'pronounce
just' v.'ill frequently and normally be followed by the v.'ord expressing
the person pronounced just, with the object particle^ ,\'v/here appropriate.
But this is never so v/ith"! '�iJ^'T) . This verb is regularly follov/ed by
prepositions or used absolutely which gives it at once an extended meaning.
beyond the declarative usage. This extended meaning can be called an
"internal-transitive" function. Kautzsch describes it as "das Eintreten
in einen bestimmten Zustand und v/eiter das Sein in demselben ausdruecken"
(the entering into a certain condition and, further, the being in the
^C^H. Dodd, ��. cit. , p. 66.
9j. Barr, 0�. cit. , p. 205.
""-�cf. E. Pfeiffer, "Glaube im Alton Testament", Zeitsch^ift fuer
Alttestamentliche V/issenschaft. Vol. 71, 1959, PP. I5I - 164.
2h
same)."^^ Thus. Paul v;as using "fl^Ti^ to transTate a condition of
faith v/hich involved a full relationship of jnan and God.
Section II : Tu^C^' , its Usage by Paul
Having laid this groundwork, what is the usage of TH^Trj and
XiUSVtOi** by Paul in the New Testament? First how is TTi^*.^ used with
prepositions? The use of prepositions is not limited or restricted:
.�:ts Xii^rrc^ f cJ** Tf^oTSya^ ^ XTl^rv^ . in each case Paul
is asserting the various aspects of faith -^K meaning faith as a
channel through which one is justified,- enters into a right relation
ship with God (Romans 5:1, 9:50; Gal. 5:8). >^t�,can denote almost the
"channel" idea or even the "means" of justification (Romans 5^22; Gal.
2:16; Eph. 2:8). ^-^T* shows faith as the "foundation" for justification,
a right relationship v/ith God (Phil. 5!9')'
Likewise TT^^ty with the prepositions can denote a "life" aspect.
k.�i^ - Romans 1:1? - �K rr(^l>��C TH^rc*'. eiC TTOiTeuj
is a faith v/hich leads one into a right relationship with
God, a "saving faith", and -e*^ TT<��<V is a life of faith
v/hich results from this right relationship.
B. �.K - Romans 14:25 - �CK "ui^Tg^w^� is a. faith attitude which
characterizes a life of faith.
E. Kautzsch, o�. cit., # 55e, p. I52.
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G, fi^ " I Cor. 16:15 - iv^fj rr^^m , Gal. 2:20 4v rrt'tsr^
The sphere within which the Christian life is lived,
D. Sm - II Cor. 5:7 m^iRgui^Eph. 5:12 cir'ok T^jj-
ir<4srica^ Atjtnou - Faith is a medium of day to day living which
connects God and man.
The verb JTL^^Utat is used with the preposition �^�'^, ^TTt.
followed by dative case or $?7t follov/ed by accusative case. In almost
every case Christ or God is the object of the preposition. There is
one exception: Romans 10:10 - �^l^ Stjfi^o^ff^ . Faith, is -elrea-rty
seen an attitude which directs one toward the object. It is a moving
out tov/ard the object of Faith.
A. ir/^rgtiu� with-^jij = Romans 10: 14, Gal. 2:l6, Phil. 1:29.
^ . j^fcrtultf v/ith �r# and accusative case = Romans 4:5,24
C.fTI^TtVUf withC/Tl. and dative case = Romans 9:55, 10:11, I Tim. 1
/
"itKi^tUmM is used very often with the object in the dative case.
Usually this object is God or Christ. Sometimes the object is impersonal
and refers to an attribute of God,- i.e. Romans 10:16, II Thess. 2:12.
The most significant preposition used in a construction dependent
ontriSrt^ is^V. Likewise it is
the most common preposition used in
this particular construction. It is the basis of Pauline Christology
)(^/Sf^ , Significant passages are Galatians 5:26, Ephesians 1:15,
II Timothy 5:15. This is the mystical "communio" of the Christian.
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This lead's us to the problem of the genitive case in Paul's
writings. In order to properly understand TR^nj" one must give detailed
thought to the genitive case. For example, in Romans 1:5 is oTTa
jitfTCui^ a subjective genitive or an objective genitive? Most grammarians
say the only solution to the problem lies in the context. But if this is
so, then why the diversity of opinion among these very same grammarians
concerning Romans 1:5? Some claim a subjective genitive, others an ob
jective genitive.
A diversity of opinion exists. Is the context approach the only
solution to this problem? Or is "the division of the genitive into
objective, subjective etc. only an attempt to set off several types among
the manifold possibilities of the general function of the abnominal
genitive; which is to denote a relationship?"^^ Neither possibility
seems to be right.
Rather it appears that Paul goes beyond grammatical boundaries
and seeks to express a relationship concept not controlled by grammatical
constructions. "Paul's use of the genitive is very peculiar and trans-
1 ^
cends all rules about subjective and objective." ^ Adolf Deissmann in his
''2 Robert W. Funk, A Greek Gramma r of the New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature, (Chicn.go: University of Chicago Press, I96I).
''^A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the
Light of Historical Research, (New York; Hodder and Stoughton, 191^
p.
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book Paul, a Study in Social and Religious History, goes so far as to
suggest a "mystical genitive". Nowhere does Paul speak more profoundly
or i(Caz'i� , than in the genitival constructions:
i.e. II Cor. 12:9, I Cor. 5:4;^<5�VA^^ Tao i^^/^roo.
Eph. 5:8, 2:7^ T% <7<W37^ Ti�� jKy^r^Foo.
Rom. 15:29; ttj^yo^^^s. X^f^ff-W,
Eph. 4:15^ W^fOJ/^ 7-�" Xf^^^^'
Gal. 2:16,20; 5:22; Eph. 5:12; Phil. 5:9; Rom, 5:22,26^
�prt^ff jHfr^r-<>if ^Zy^*^ ,
So, too, in Paul, it would be possible to establish the use of
a special type of genitive, which might be called the genitive of fellow
ship or the mystical genitive because it indicates mystical fellovrship
with Christ. ''of Jesus Christ is here in the main identical with in Christ."'''^
Deissmann finds support for this thesis in his appeal to numerous
root ideas such as:
II Cor. 5:14; Eph. 5:19; Rom. 8:55^ -j/ i^C^ l^lcToy ,
ooi. 5:15- -i fV^*^ Xft^r^".
II cor. 10:1. I7^^�%
'�
Phil. 1 :8; ^WAi^V^ )^(^r0O 'Xt^^^^
II Ihess. 5:5; OSTO^^tJ
' 'I
"�^Adolf Deissmann, Paul a Study in Social and Religious History,
(Nev/ York: Harper & Brothers, 1957) P* *1^5�
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II Cor. 10s5; ^ '^rrck.tC^t^ -T�3 X^*<^oo,
II Cor. 11:10 J ^zA'^^<A y^/^s-Joo ,
Eph. 5:21; H Cor. 5:11j;^ 0O (^QSj^ V^r^irroo.
Col. 2:11/ ^ ir^^ ( T'o/JLvj Tou 'X^t^f'*^-
Phil. 5:10; II Cor. 1:5 irot^V*^"**^ X^lCT*;?.
Co. 1:24
So too the faith of Christ is faith v/hich is alive in fellowship
with the spiritual Christ and it is faith on G-od i^tTl - Rom. 4:5,24;
9:55; lOsIl)* in its content identical with the faith which Abraham had
in the sacred past, an unconditional reliance upon the living God in
spite of all temptations to doubt. Ihis faith of Abraham (Rom. 4:12,16),
heroic by its nevertheless, which afterwards was made impossible by the
law (Gal. 5512,25), has in Christ again become possible and real for us.
Separated from Christ, Paul says in one place (Eph. 2:12), we are with
out God in the world; in union with Christ we have boldness to approach
God.
The faith of Paul is then the union with God which is established
in fellowship vdth Christ. It is, like that oT Abraham, an unshakable
confidence in the grace of God, God intimacy in Christ Jesus; ( ^v'^oi/
�<VAC C*^ X^<cs-rcS 'X'^<?*oi7 )j this is Paul's faith. ""^
5lbid, p. 165.
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Faith according to Paul has a distinctive Hebrev/ flavor. V/e over
look too often this force in Pauline thought. It seems possible that the
Pauline use of the genitive has definite Hebrev/ origins; and it does
seem more plausible to look to a Hebrev/ origin of the "genitival faith
concept" in Paul then to simply dismiss it as a "colloquialism".
The distribution ofJft^rtS in Romans and G-alatians has significance
for this study, fd^f^ is used forty times in the Book of Romans and
y ^
lt(<ZTe<ft3 is used tv/enty-one times. The three chapters where Tf(�TK^ and
its derivatives are used most are chapters one, three and four. Of the
three chapters, chapter four contains the most occurrences of T7(^Ti^ .
Of the six occurrences of ff(�ri^ in chapter one, three occur in verse 1?.
Rom. 1:5 is a part of Paul's testimony and Rom. 1:12 is a personal note
and refers to their common faith. In chapter three, eight of the nine
occurrences are in the pivotal passage 5:2-1-51. Chapter four is an argument
for the position, "the righteous shall live by faith" and draws its
support by the use of Abraham as an example.
Of the forty occurrences of rT(GT<i in Roman eleven are the form
t,li //l^rS.<M>^ , This phrase is found most often in the key chapters one,
three and four.
1. Rom. 1:17; "in it (the Gospel) the righteousness of God is
being continually unveiled (i.e. by being preached)
2. Rom. 1:17; "for he v/ho is righteous ^ICir**5���^ shall live.
(Of. Habbakuk 2:4//lJ')*�;ira s S.v^ rJi�--r��^C )�
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5. Rom. 5:26; "God is righteous^ and vindicator (i.e. savior of
the righteous) of the ^K. <T�^Tfc**j 'X3y<Sou one."
4. Rom. 5:50; "He shall justify the__circumcision -SeVe-m^T^^t
and the uncircumcision o<& niisf^n J
'
5. Rom. 4:16; "on account of this (it is) ^ VC trCsTtt^, ^
order that (it might be) according to grace...." J
'
6. Rom. 4:16; "npt to that only which is of the law only, but
also to the ^|<s iTjcTfa.#| of Abraham one."
The other occurrences are:
1. Rom. 5:1; "being justified therefore WlCTI/ma^r, we have peace
tov/ard God " J
2. Rom. 9:50; "... the Gentiles, who follo^ifed not after righteous
ness attained to righteousness, even righteousness-^^ifc^iyi^ite^. "
5. Rom. 9:52; "V/hy^(did Israel not attain), because (they sought
it, V. 51) not -tlsc Tatcmcil*^ but rather*^ <^^v ."
4. Rom. 10:6; "but the-^lsr /TSCTE**^ righteousness speaks thus...."
(Notice the emphatic position of th e g-V in<CTfw ^ ).
5. Rom. 14:25; "... he that doubts is condemned if he eats because
(he eats, or acts) not fT|crr5^���j ,"
The situation is similar in Galatians. TO^STiJ is used twenty- two
times in Galatians and 7TC^r?u�-� is used four times. TTftfTlj and its
derivatives are used most in two chapters. In chapter two faith is used
three times v/hen Paul is discussing the fact that it is not the law that
justifies but rather faith in Jesus Christ. In chapter threeTTf^Tl^ is
used, fourteen times v/here Paul is defending the articulus cadentis et
ecclesiae.
>
appears again in Galatians as a basic concept of
Pauline thought. It occurs mostly in chapter three xvhere Paul uses it
seven times.
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lerefore that they.2ftCIW6T?*-f, the san
3ons of Abraham. "
1. Gal. 5:7; "know th they.2ftCIW6T?oj'^ me are
2. Gal. 5:8; "an^ the^criptures, forseeing that God would justify
the Gentiles -^{C HZfiT^Ccf , preaching the gospel beforehand unto
Abraham,,..." ^
5. Gal, 5:9; "so then they that are Cl^ Tr^i�5t|' are blessed with
the Abraham. " ^
A. Gal. 5:11; "for the J^i'oC shall live." ( A direct
quotation from Hab. 2:4 in the LXX with the exception that Paul
leaves out the^^sfio).
5, Gal, 5:12; "andS^/�<yis not ^Kf/aire^. "
6, Gal. 5:22; "taht the promise ^fC W<^T^^ ^^^^ be
given to them thet believe."
7. Gal. 5:24; "so that^i^ef is become our tutor (to brinr^ usj ^
h-^ )lft^r&%^ � "t^hat we might be justified {ii^,u^^^�^^^^"
The other occurences are:
1. Gal. 2:16; "even we (Jews) believed 'i^t^^^3^SafAS^ \ (on Jesus
Christ) that we might be justified {ilKAsi�Ma>S>^) �K I^i^T^Air^ .''
2, C-al. 5:5; "for we through the^^V^s^^t^ fmr&�*^ wait for the
Thus it appears that %^Vl^^ifi^ is. an entity taken by Paul from
the Septuagint version of Hab. 2:4 and applied by Paul as a rule for the
life of faith. Therefore, CK TT�fiTgl�^ may be a formula used by Paul as
the direct antithesis to 6
Paul v;as brought up in a strict rabbinical tradition. He was a
"Hebrev; among Hebrev/s". He used pictorial language to express himself,
a quality typical of the Hebrew language. His rhetoric style throughout
is one of great themes developed by use of strong contrasts; this is not
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uncommon in Hebrew thought. A proper understanding of Paul is impossible
without the proper understanding of his Hebrew background.
CHAPTER IV
THE FAITfl OF ABRAHAM
To Paul's Jewish contemporaries Abraham was both the father of
the Israelites and the first of proselytes; Paul develops this thought
but he did not invent it."* One question immediately arises. Why is it
that Paul makes no allusions to other examples of faith such as Enoch,
Noah, Elijah? Why does. Paul make only a passing allusion to the
sacrifice of Isaac?
The answer seems to lie within the figure of Abraham as a first
principle of faith in Jewish tradition. It cannot be doubted that other
Jewish figures bore a ready-made affinity for Paul's argument for faith.
But it appears that Paul was not accustomed to taking over thought-forms
to lend his argument support. Rather he preferred to work out his own
material on first principles and to pick out Old Testament characters
for development on the basis of their intrinsic significance. But his
first principles were given him in the Old Testament and since in the
Old Testament Abraham was an important figure, it is not surprising
that he is an important figure for Paul, too. And indeed, for Paul,
Abraham is the figure and moreover the anticipation, of faith as a
^0, Kingsley Barrett, From First Adam to Last^(Kew York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, I962) p. 22.
^�Ibid, pp. 22 - 45
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principle of religion.-^ If Adam vms a sinner, then Abraham was a
believer. Ihe figure of Abraham, therefore, casts light on what Paul
means by faith and proper understanding of Abraham is necessary for
a proper understanding of Pauline faith as a whole.
The locus classici on Abraham and faith are Romans 4 and
Galatians 5. Throughout these chapters certain themes are uncovered
and in each Abraham is central.
Abraham believed God, and it was reckoned unto him for righteous-
the significance of this text, but no one before him had emphasized the
to Paul, was the first believer and his faith becomes the locus motif
J
for Paul's system of justification - by faith. In Abraham, faith and right
eousness are realized. Abraham's faith stands in contrast to the law;
by the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith. ^
^L. Gerfaux, Christ in the Theology of St. Paul, (New York:
Herder and Herder, 1959) p. 20^7"
as radically as he did. 5 Abraham,
Verlag, I929) p. 87ff.
^Gal. 5:5.
^Gen. 15:6, following the quotation in Rom. 4:5 and Gal. 5:6.
5cf. Otto Michel, Paulus und seine Bibel ^ (Guetersloh: Bertelsmann
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Important is the relationship of Abraham's faith to the resurrection
faith. Abraham had faith in God... who giveth lifs to th� d@ed nnd oalleth
the things that are not, as though they were.''' Paul explains this by
continuing: and without being weakened in faith he considered his own
body now good as dead (he being about a hundred years old) and the dead-
ness of Sarah's womb; yet, looking unto the promise of God, he wavered
not through unbelief, but waxed strong through faith, giving glory to God
and being fully assured that what he had promised, he vms able also to
Q
perform. It is important to notice Paul's emphasis on the words dead
and deadness. And yet though it seemed physically impossible, Abraham
believed God could perform what he promised. It is both likely and
possible that to Paul, Abraham became the protot^'^pe for the faith in the
death and resurrection of Christ.
Following his comments on Gen. 15!^ in Romans 4, Paul quotes
Psalms 51 : If J Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven, and whose
sins are covered; blessed is the man to whom the Lord will not reckon
sin. 9 Paul raises the question whether blessedness proclaimed in the
Psalm is for the circumcised only or for the uncircumcised as well. To
Paul the second alternative is the correct one. Notice then, that Paul
"^Romans 4:1?
o
Romans 4:19 - 21
^Psalms 51:1f, Romans 4:7 - 6
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bases his argument on Abraham, not in circumcision but in uncircumcision.''
Rather the seal of circumcision was given to Abraham afterwards as a
1 1seal of the righteousness of faith.' Paul clearly alludes here to Gen.
17:lOff. for verification. Paul then draws two conclusions. First,
Abraham is the father of all them that believe, though they be in
uncircumcision, that righteousness might be reckoned unto them. Second,
Abraham is the father of circumcision to them who not only are of the
circumcision, but who also walk in the steps of that faith of our father
Abraham which he had in uncircumcision. '' ^ It appears that Paul is re
placing the old custom of circumcision vdth a spiritual circumcision.
It is quite clear then that Abraham is the father of Christians as well
and it is evident that, to Paul, even circumcision of the Jews was no
longer a privilege.
Paul then develops the theme of inheritance.
^ 5 This time he is
dependent on two texts. These are Gen. 17:5,! father of many nations
(TldM*** ^9vw) have I made thee"; and Gen. 15:5; "so shall thy seed be.
In Galatians he offers a parallel argument. First he quotes Gen. 15:6
""^Romans 4:10.
^'^
Romans 4:11 .
''^Romans 4:11 .
1 5'^Romans 4:12.
''^L. Cerfaux, ��. cit. , p. 210.
''^Romans 4:16-18 and Galatians 5:6-29.
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and concludes: knov/ therefore that they that are of fiith, the same
1 f,
are sons of Abraham. Paul then alludes to the text of Gen. 13:15
which speaks of the race of Abraham, and asserts that this passage has
Christ in mind. Paul uses grammatical exegesis, (the use of the singular
in the text suggesting Christ) to get his point across;. ""7 Christ
precedes Abraham and becomes the initiation of those justified by faith.
Christ is the source of justification. Thus Abraham becomes for Paul.,
the model and type of all who are justified by faith in Christ. Like
wise Christ is the means by which the justified by faith secure the
blessings of Abraham. ''^
Finally Paul deals with the theme "sons of God". In both Romans
and Galatians Paul connects this theme v/ith the theme of "Abraham's seed".
Ihe Jev/s v/ere proud of being sons of God ifMOK or B^U^j ). The basis of
1 Qtheir pretension v/as Deut. 14: 1. Paul brings in the inheritance as
promised to Abraham and recalls that this inheritance was destined for
the Son of God and Christians. The justified are the sons of God by
faith in Christ: and if ye are Christ's, then are ye Abraham's seed, heirs
"�^Gal. 5:7.
^7cf . H. Schlier, Der Brief an den Galater^ (Goettingen: Vanderhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1949) p. lOOff. and J. Bonsirven, Exegese rabbinique et exege
paulinienne .(Paris: Aubiers, 1928) p. 298ff.
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Gal. 5:8-14.
Cerfaux, 0�. cit. p. 21 4f.
^�Gal. 5:25 - 4:7.
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according to the promise. Thus God sent his Son ,in order that the
justified might become sons: so that thou art no longer a bondservant
but a son; and if a son, then an heir through God.^^
Paul elaborates on this theme in various other passages such as
Rom. 9:6-8 and Rom. 8:14-21. In any case, Paul brings in these arguments
because of differences of opinion with the Judaizers. His exegesis of
the passages of Genesis shows how much his thought is rooted in Jewish
theology, and how much it transcends it in its application to Christ
and Christians. ^5
The central text underlying Pauline thought is Gen. 1^:6 (LXX: ^
i<K�<�6�.v^^^ pg^y-]_ quotes in agreement with LXX, q.part from the initial
particle and the spelling of ^l^^y'' . The key thought in the passage is
that which relates to faith. One could interpret Abraham's belief as either
"faith" or "faithfulness". It appears that Paul seeks to avoid the latter
interpretation.
He attacks the problem by two methods. One is based on technical
exegetical methods. Paul sees in the word reckon ( ^^r^��Sf* ) an
opportunity of proceeding, by means of the device known
as t}7(j/
^'Gal. 5:29.
2^Gal. 4:7.
^5l, Cerfaux, ��. cit. , p. 217.
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to Ps. 51:1f., v/here. the same word is used.^^ This parallel passage
shows that the reckoning of faith as rishteousnesa ir not accountable
to good v/orks, but is accountable to the non- reckoning of sin, that is,
of forgiveness. Thus faith is a non-legal relationship to God and Paul
verifies this by citing the fact that Abraham v/as justified prior to
circumcision. ^5 Paul's defense is significant and most important. A
misunderstanding of Paul's thought process at this point can lead to
serious theological problems.
His employment of the ij)^ JT^?^ is important. This v/as a common
hermaneutical principle of Rabbinic Judaism^and Paul uses it to elaborate
his method of argument. It was particularly employed by Hillel during
the first century A.D. and v/as a norm of interpretation based on a
principle analogy. � Hillel used it often to underline important theo-
27
logical arguments. '
24c. K. Barrett, o�. cit. p. 55. Cf. C. K. Barrett, A Commentary
on the Spistle to the Romans .(London; Adam and Charles Black, I957)j
87 - 90 and New Te stamen-^ Background; Selected Documents, (London:
S.P.C.K., 1956) p. 146.
^5 Ibid., p. 55.
^^For a clarification and use of thetl^^ i^^J'^see Joachim Jeremias,
"Zur Gedankenfuehrung in den Paulinischen Briefen , Studia Paulina in
Honorem Johannis De Zwann, ed. J. N. Sevenster and V/. C. van Unnik
(Haarlem: De Erven F. Bohn N.V., 1955) � PP* 1^9 - 1^1 �
^"^W, D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism ^^(London : S.P.C.K., 1948) p. 65.
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According to rabbinic teaching the fJ^J^ ll^**!^ i s used as an
exegetical aid to determine the meaning of an ambiguous expression in
a lavf, and as an argument in construing lav;s with reference to each
other, so that certain provisions connected with one of them may be
shown to be applicable also to the other.
"Ihe theory of the exegetical Ti']^\J �'^L'.I^is expressed in the
Talmudical phrase sometimes used in � connection v/ith this kind of
analogy: 'the indefinite is to be explained by the definite', that
is to say, if an expression in one passage of Scripture is used
ambiguously, its m^eaning is to be ascertained from another passage,
v/here the same expression occurs in a connection in vrhich it is
clearly defined.
\fnile the exegetical analogy is limited to the purpose of as
certaining the meaning of an ambiguous word, the constructional
HlU) in'*^^ intends to supply an oc?.mission in one law by the more
expficil;"provisions of another lav/. For this purpose use is made
of an identical characteristic, word occuring in both laws. By
showing that this characteristic word has some hearing on certain
provisions made in one case, it is argued that the same provisions
must apply also in the other case."
Since Gamaliel was a student of Hillel, it is not surprising to
find Paul employing this principle of interpretation to support his
argument against the Judaizers .
His second point of attack is again an exegetical one. As v/as
mentioned before, he employs the singular of seed? so shall thy seed
be. 5� He then asks the question;: who are the seed? V.hat is the criterion
2%. Mielziner, Introduction to the Talmud^ (New York: Bloch
Publishing Co., I925) pp. 142 - I52.
^^W. D. Davies, 0�. cit. p. 66.
50Gen. 15:5 and Rom. 4:18.
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of righteousness? Abraham believed God and it v;as reckoned unto him as
righteousness.^l Thus, for Paul, the children of Abraham are logically
those viho share the faith of Abraham. In fact, Paul points out that
Abraham v/as lincircumcised when God counted him as righteous. 52 All of
this is confirmed according to Paul, by the terms of the promise made by
God to Abraham: In thee shall all the Gentiles {-iJ^VT^ 7S4 �CV^) be
blessed. Paul takes this promise as one of the decisive factors in
interpreting the story of Abraham, another indication that in his treat
ment of Old Testament figures he goes back directly to the sources. ^5
Ihe crux of Paul's argument is Hab. 2:4. He cites it to show
that righteousness is not achieved by the lav/, i.e. circumcision, but
through faith. The just shall live by faith becomes for Paul, the
simplest expression of justification by faith.
Faith ( 77/^7? I" ) is declared by Scripture to be the condition
of man's righteousness and life. The just shall live ( ^�^*�7<i�- ).
The occurrence of (both Hab. 2:4 and Lev. 18:5) is a very impor
tant step in the argument. It forms a sort of|)">(tf llTT??* which
the putting together of the two passages may be justified.?^ Hab. 2:4
^''oen. 15:6.
^^Hom. 4:10.
K. Barrett, o�. cit. , p. 5^*
^^0. K. Barrett, o�. cit. , p. 40.
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is quoted by Paul in Rom. 1:17 and Gal. 5:11. Paul's version of the
clause differs from the LXX ( o j/tCAl^^ i'K /TCCraaj ff*�m). paul
leaves out the/*^o ). It is likely that he drew upon a tradition which
already recognized the passage from Habakkuk as testimonia to the
coming of Christ, and this tradition may v;ell have been formed even
before Paul v;rote to the Galatians; for his argument would be far more
effective v;ith his Jewish-Christian antagonists if it vms already common
ground betv/een them that when the Coming One should come, o <3^�<aio^
Tit^P^^ ^tJ^TT^t , Hence there is reasonable probability that
Hab. 2:4 should be considered as a traditional testimonia of the
earliest period. ^5
> ^
Thus /Zi^7JE*>�j became a distinctive formula in Pauline thought.
Abraham becomes the best example of faith. The covenant (<jli�9^�<*^)
betv/een him and God becomes the model of the new covenant between the
justified and Christ.
55c.. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, (New York: Charles
Scribner's and Sons, 1955) P- 5^-
CHAPTER V
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
Paul conceives of faith in the active sense. For him, faith
has a dynamic quality. God, for Paul, is one who acts in history,
and at the center of God's acts in history are His dealings with
Abraham. Because of this Abraham stands at the core of the religious
tradition of Israel. Thus Abraham's faith in God has meaningful con
tent. Abraham chose to enter into a relationship v;ith God by believing.
Therefore, Paul never conceives faith as static.
Faith then is a relationship of confident reliance on God. It
is an act by which one lays hold on the unlimited resources of God.
Abraham believed God and it vras reckoned to him as righteousness.
Faith is an act of obedience ("^*^ vrfreaw^jV n-<�TC�Jj ). It
involves the total person in a total commitment t6 God. Faith necessi
tates abandonment of self-reliance and participation in a life of full
reliance upon God. Ihe believer enters into a new relationship, a new
life. Thus his life finds new direction and purpose from this new
relationship. The just shall live by faith.
Faith is eschatological ; it is not fatalistic. Faith is an
existence of expectation. It becomes, for the believer, a new world
of possibility. Thus, Paul contrasts the principle of faith with the
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principle of v;orks.
' Faith can also be said to "come" and "to be
revealed."^ Faith is eschatological in that it considers all things
possible. Even God, v/ho quickens the dead?; or v/ho (Abraham) against
hope, believed in hope^; or he staggered not at the promise of God5;
and being fully persuaded that, what he had promised, he was able also
to perform.^
Faith is freedom in obedience. As Abraham believed God, he
found his v/hole life involved in the life of God himself. He entered
into a covenant relationship that was binding upon him. The new fact
of his faith was that he no longer belonged to himself .7 He no longer
had to care for himself, for his ovm life, but he let this care go,
yielding himself entirely to the grace of God. He recognized himself
to be the property of God. And so too, the believer finds himself in
this nev/ existence of freedom. He is free from the law of sin and
death. He has a new law, the law of Christ. For to him Christ is
the end of the law.^ In Him, through Him, there is freedom from the
'Rom. 5:27.
^Gal. 5:25,25.
^Bom. 4:17.
^Rom. 4:18.
^Rom. 4:20.
6 Rom. 4:21 .
7l Cor. 6:19.
^Rom. 10:4.
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lav/. 9 ihs Christian Church is the congregation of the free, while
Judaism stands under bondage to the law, as Paul sets forth in the
Abraham - Sarah - Hagar allegory.''^ The man who once was in bondage
under the law has been set free and now he has the rights of a sonJ^
The old covenant is replaced by the new covenant, the covenant of
righteousness v/hich is eternal."'^
Finally it can be said that Paul gives faith a content directly
derivable from the Old Testament. ^5 To him, the pinnacle of faith is
seen in the principle of Abraham. The crucial aspect of Abraham is
his life of faith. The descendants of Abraham are those v/ho share in
this crucial life of Abraham. Thus Romans 4 and Galatians 5 become
the doorv/ays to life in Paul's mind. Faith becomes acquittal, recon
ciliation, remission, redemption, adoption; the experience of justi
fication.
^Gal. 2:4.
"�^C-al. 4:21-51.
�'.�'Gal. 5:25 - 4:7.
"�^II Cor. 5:6-11.
''5c. H, Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, op. cit. p. 66.
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